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SUMMARY: According to the Padova international classification, 52 gastric noninvasive neoplasias (NIN) were classified as
follows: 20 low-grade NIN (L-NIN); 9 high-grade NIN including suspicion for carcinoma without invasion (H-NIN); and 23
high-grade NIN including carcinoma without invasion (Ca-NIN). The molecular and cellular phenotypic profiles were investigated
and compared. The APC gene was mutated in seven (35%) L-NIN, two (22%) H-NIN, and two (9%) Ca-NIN tumors; APC
mutations were significantly more frequent in L-NIN compared with Ca-NIN tumors (p � 0.05). Mutations of the p53 gene were
found in five (22%) Ca-NIN tumors but were not observed in L-NIN or H-NIN tumors (p � 0.05). Loss of heterozygosity involving
at least one chromosomal locus was detected in 14 (61%) Ca-NIN tumors but was not detected in L-NIN or H-NIN tumors.
High-frequency microsatellite instability (MSI-H) was detected in one (5%) L-NIN tumor and in six (26%) Ca-NIN tumors. The
frequencies of loss of heterozygosity and MSI-H were significantly higher in Ca-NIN than in L-NIN or H-NIN tumors (p � 0.05).
Nuclear accumulation of p53 protein was detected in no L-NIN tumors, 1 (11%) H-NIN tumor, and 10 (44%) Ca-NIN tumors (p
� 0.01). All tumors with loss of hMLH1 expression exhibited MSI-H (p � 0.01). Cellular phenotypic analysis revealed that seven
(35%) L-NIN tumors and one (4%) Ca-NIN tumor had complete-type intestinal metaplastic phenotype and that one (5%) L-NIN
tumor and one (4%) Ca-NIN tumor had a gastric foveolar epithelial phenotype, whereas the remaining tumors exhibited an
ordinary phenotype. Thus, the complete-type intestinal metaplastic phenotype was more characteristic of L-NIN tumors than of
H-NIN or Ca-NIN tumors (p � 0.01). In summary, the Padova international classification correlated with both the molecular and
cellular phenotypic profiles. In practice, p53 and hMLH1 immunohistochemistry discriminated Ca-NIN from L-NIN and H-NIN
tumors. (Lab Invest 2002, 82:1637–1645).

O wing to improvements in both radiology and
endoscopic technologies and to the populariza-

tion of mass screening, more than half of the surgically
resected gastric cancers in Japan are found at early
stages (Isozaki et al, 1999; Sasako, 2000). In addition,
endoscopic mucosal resection has become common
in cases of gastric noninvasive neoplasia (Isozaki et al,
1999; Sasako, 2000). The therapeutic decision de-
pends on several clinicopathologic factors, including
macroscopic appearance, tumor size, and histopatho-
logic diagnosis. Although an accurate histopathologic
diagnosis is essential, discrepancies have been rec-
ognized in the diagnosis of carcinoma versus dyspla-
sia (or adenoma) between pathologists and, in partic-
ular, between Western and Japanese pathologists
(Riddell and Iwafuchi, 1998; Schlemper et al, 1997,
2000). Although objective diagnostic markers are de-
sirable, the results of genetic analyses of gastric
noninvasive neoplasia also seem to be inconsistent
among pathologists. Thus, the malignant potential of
gastric adenoma continues to be controversial mainly
because of the differences in histopathologic criteria
as described above (Tamura et al, 1996a). Therefore,
standardization of the histopathologic criteria for gas-

tric noninvasive neoplasia is required to resolve these
discrepancies. Clinicopathologic observations have
suggested that malignant transformation of gastric
adenoma occurs infrequently (Kamiya et al, 1982;
Nakamura et al, 1988). Furthermore, although some
gastric adenomas disappear spontaneously (Kamiya
et al, 1982) or with eradication of Helicobacter pylori
(our unpublished data), no useful markers are available
to predict this outcome. Also, because the sequential
accumulation of genetic alterations that are character-
istic of the colorectal adenoma-carcinoma sequence
do not occur in the progression from gastric adenoma
to adenocarcinoma, the critical genetic changes that
lead to malignant transformation of gastric adenoma
are unknown (Maesawa et al, 1995). A worldwide
histopathologic classification (the Padova interna-
tional classification) has recently been proposed for
gastric noninvasive neoplasia (Rugge et al, 2000), and
we have attempted to characterize the molecular and
cellular phenotypic features of gastric noninvasive
neoplasia with tubular differentiation according to this
classification.
In the present study, 52 gastric noninvasive tumors

were classified into three categories according to the
Padova international classification (Rugge et al, 2000).
Mutations of the APC and p53 genes, microsatellite
alterations including loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and
microsatellite instability (MSI), expression of p53 and
hMLH1 proteins, and the cellular phenotype (Ohmura
et al, 2000) were analyzed.
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Results

Mutations of APC and p53

The APC gene was mutated in seven (35%) cases of
low-grade noninvasive neoplasia (L-NIN), two (22%)
cases of high-grade noninvasive neoplasia including
suspicion for carcinoma without invasion (H-NIN), and
two (9%) cases of high-grade noninvasive neoplasia
including carcinoma without invasion (Ca-NIN) (Table
1, Fig. 2). Sequencing analysis of the mobility-shift
bands revealed that all the mutations were frameshift
mutations (Table 2). APC mutations were more fre-
quently observed in L-NIN than in Ca-NIN tumors (p �
0.05). Mutation of the p53 gene was found in five
(22%) Ca-NIN tumors but was not observed in L-NIN
or H-NIN tumors (p � 0.05) (Table 1, Fig. 3). Four of the
five p53 gene mutations were missense and the other
was a nonsense mutation (Table 2).

Microsatellite Alterations

LOH involving at least 1 chromosomal locus was
detected in 14 (61%) Ca-NIN cases but was not seen
in L-NIN or H-NIN cases (Table 1, Fig. 4). High-
frequency microsatellite instability (MSI-H) was de-
tected in one (5%) L-NIN and six (26%) Ca-NIN
tumors but in no H-NIN tumors (Table 1, Fig. 4). The
two foveolar epithelial phenotype (foveolar-type) tu-
mors (one L-NIN and one Ca-NIN) exhibited MSI-H
(Table 1). The frequencies of both LOH and MSI-H
were significantly higher in Ca-NIN tumors than in
L-NIN or H-NIN tumors (p � 0.05).

p53 and hMLH1 Protein Expression

Nuclear accumulation of p53 protein was observed in
1 (11%) H-NIN and 10 (44%) Ca-NIN tumors but in no
L-NIN tumors (Table 1, Fig. 5A). For Ca-NIN tumors,
significantly higher rates of nuclear accumulation of
p53 were observed in cases with mutation of the p53
gene and/or LOH on chromosome 17p (80%; 8 of 10)
than in cases without these features (18%; 2 of 11) (p
� 0.01). Loss of hMLH1 expression was in complete
concordance with MSI-H (p � 0.01) (Table 1, Fig. 5B).
The relationship between the histopathologic classifi-
cation and expression patterns of p53 and hMLH1 is
summarized in Table 3.

Cellular Phenotype

The complete-type intestinal metaplastic phenotype
(CIM-type) was observed in seven (35%) L-NIN tu-
mors and one (4%) Ca-NIN tumor, whereas one (5%)
L-NIN tumor and one (4%) Ca-NIN tumor showed the
gastric foveolar type. The remaining tumors were
classified as ordinary phenotype (Table 1, Fig. 6).
CIM-type was associated with L-NIN rather than
H-NIN and Ca-NIN tumors (p � 0.01).

Discussion

It is acknowledged that discrepancies exist in the
histopathologic criteria for gastric noninvasive neopla-

sia. For instance, there is disagreement between
Western and Japanese pathologists (Riddell and Iwa-
fuchi, 1998; Schlemper et al, 1997, 2000), and even
between Japanese pathologists (Tamura et al, 1996a),
as to the definition of dysplasia (or adenoma) versus
(well-differentiated tubular) adenocarcinoma. Carci-
noma is diagnosed by virtue of the tumor’s structural
and cytologic features in Japan but by evidence of
invasion in the Western hemisphere (Riddell and Iwa-
fuchi, 1998; Schlemper et al, 1997). It is likely that
because of these differences in histopathologic crite-
ria, the results of molecular analyses of gastric neo-
plasia have also shown considerable disparity. Al-
though APC mutations are reported to be frequent
(41%; 7/17) in very well-differentiated adenocarci-
noma, as determined by World Health Organization
criteria (Nakatsuru et al, 1992), recent evidence sug-
gests that APC mutations are generally rare and
account for less than 10% of cases of differentiated
adenocarcinoma of the stomach (Horii et al, 1992;
Ogasawara et al, 1994; Powell et al, 1996). Because
APC mutations are characteristic of gastric adenoma
(Tamura, 1996), it is possible that some cases that
were classified as “very well-differentiated adenocar-
cinoma” might have been diagnosed as “adenoma” by
other pathologists. The reported frequencies of other
genetic alterations observed in gastric adenoma/dys-
plasia have also varied widely. Mutation of the p53
gene or overexpression of p53 protein have been
reported to occur in 0% to 30% (Craanen et al, 1995;
Joypaul et al, 1993; Kyokane et al, 1998; Tohdo et al,
1993), MSI in 4% to 42% (Semba et al, 1996; Tamura
et al, 1996b), and LOH in 11% to 87% (Kim et al, 2001;
Tamura et al, 1996b) of cases of gastric
adenoma/dysplasia.
In the study presented here, a panel of 52 gastric

noninvasive tumors was divided into three categories:
20 L-NIN tumors, 9 H-NIN tumors, and 23 Ca-NIN
tumors, according to the Padova international classi-
fication (Rugge et al, 2000). APC mutations were more
frequently observed in L-NIN tumors when compared
with Ca-NIN tumors (p � 0.05); 35% of L-NIN tumors
exhibited mutations of the APC gene compared with
22% of H-NIN and 9% of Ca-NIN tumors. At least two
explanations can be proposed. First, few L-NIN tu-
mors progress to become Ca-NIN, because APC gene
mutations were significantly less frequent in Ca-NIN
than in L-NIN tumors. If the majority of Ca-NIN cases
evolved from L-NIN, then the incidence of APC gene
mutations in Ca-NIN tumors should be equal to or
greater than that observed in L-NIN tumors. This result
is in accord with clinicopathologic observations in
which malignant transformation was observed in 11%
(9/85) of gastric adenomas during an average
follow-up of 49 months, whereas carcinoma in ade-
noma was seen in 3.5% (10/283) of gastric adenomas
(Kamiya et al, 1982; Nakamura et al, 1988). The
concept that L-NIN rarely evolves to Ca-NIN has been
proposed previously (Tamura, 1996). A second expla-
nation is that although a significant proportion of
L-NIN cases may progress to Ca-NIN via H-NIN,
because of the lower incidence of L-NIN as compared
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Table 1. Clinicopathologic and Molecular Characteristics of Gastric Noninvasive Neoplasia

Case no.a Age Sexb
Size
(mm)

Macroscopic
typec

Cellular
phenotyped

Immunostaininge MS alterationsf Mutationh

p53 hMLH1 MSI LOH p53 APC

L-NIN
1 64 M 11 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/8)g � �
2 73 M 16 II a Foveolar � � MSI-H � (0/3) � �
3 63 M 7 II a CIM � � MSS � (0/10) � �
4 55 M 6 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/7) � �
5 74 M 12 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/7) � �
6 61 M 5 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/9) � �
7 67 M 4 II a CIM � � MSS � (0/6) � �
8 65 M 4 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/8) � �
9 71 M 10 I Ordinary � � MSS � (0/12) � �
10 70 M 13 II a CIM � � MSS � (0/10) � �
11 80 M 4 II a CIM � � MSS � (0/8) � �
12 69 M 6 II a CIM � � MSS � (0/9) � �
13 72 F 3 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/7) � �
14 67 M 25 II a � II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/9) � �
15 64 M 6 II a CIM � � MSS � (0/9) � �
16 75 F 3 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/7) � �
17 67 M 4 II a CIM � � MSS � (0/6) � �
18 77 M 5 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/8) � �
19 52 M 37 II a � II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/9) � �
20 56 F 32 II c � II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/10) � �

H-NIN
21 80 M 33 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/10) � �
22 53 M 23 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/6) � �
23 68 F 16 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/11) � �
24 78 M 30 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/9) � �
25 75 M 10 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/11) � �
26 74 M 7 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/7) � �
27 55 F 13 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/8) � �
28 74 M 10 II c � II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/7) � �
29 63 M 26 II a � II c Ordinary � � MSI-L � (0/6) � �

Ca-NIN
30 73 M 18 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (1/7) � �
31 76 M 14 II a Foveolar � � MSI-H � (0/3) � �
32 59 M 53 I Ordinary � � MSS � (0/7) � �
33 68 M 13.5 II a Ordinary � � MSS � (0/8) � �
34 66 M 10.5 II a Ordinary � � MSI-H � (0/4) � �
35 75 F 17 II a Ordinary � � MSI-H � (1/3) � �
36 49 M 16 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (3/7) � �
37 80 F 19 II c Ordinary � � MSI-H � (0/3) � �
38 64 M 28 I Ordinary � � MSS � (3/9) � �
39 50 M 15 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (1/9) � �
40 69 F 19 II c Ordinary � � MSI-H � (0/1) � �
41 57 M 19 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (1/5) � �
42 75 F 16 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (3/8) � �
43 64 M 25 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/5) � �
44 66 M 38 I � II a Ordinary � � MSI-L � (2/8) � �
45 82 F 35 II a � II c Ordinary � � MSS � (0/7) � �
46 64 F 28 II c CIM � � MSS � (2/6) � �
47 81 F 64 II a � II c Ordinary � � MSI-L � (1/6) � �
48 73 M 41 II c � II a Ordinary � � MSS � (3/9) � �
49 47 M 36 II c Ordinary � � MSS � (1/6) � �
50 52 M 19 II c � II a Ordinary � � MSS � (1/7) � �
51 70 M 38 II c � II a Ordinary � � MSI-L � (2/7) � �
52 77 F 38 II a � II c Ordinary � � MSI-H � (0/3) � �

a L-NIN, low-grade noninvasive neoplasia; H-NIN, high-grade noninvasive neoplasia including suspicion for carcinoma without invasion; Ca-NIN, high-grade
noninvasive neoplasia including carcinoma without invasion.

b M, male; F, female.
c I, protruding-type; II a, superficial elevated-type; II c, depressed-type; II a � II c, predominantly raised with central depression-type; II c � II a, raised with

predominance of central depression-type.
d Foveolar, gastric foveolar epithelial phenotype; ordinary, ordinary phenotype; CIM, complete intestinal metaplasitic phenotype.
e �, negative; �, positive.
f MS, microsatellite; MSS, microsatellite stable; MSI-L, low frequency microsatellite instability; MSI-H, high frequency microsatellite instability. LOH: loss of

heterozygosity; �, LOH absent; �, LOH present
g Number of markers showed LOH/number of informative markers.
h �, mutation absent; �, mutation present.
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with the incidence of Ca-NIN (or, in other words, the
frequent de novo development of Ca-NIN), the ob-
served frequency of APC gene mutation may remain
relatively low in Ca-NIN tumors. Thus in the latter
situation, APC gene mutation may function as a
marker of malignant transformation of gastric ade-
noma. A follow-up study of APC gene mutation in
L-NIN and H-NIN cases is underway at present to
resolve this issue. Of relevance, in this study we
observed no evidence for the sequential accumulation
of genetic alterations characteristic of colorectal
adenoma-carcinoma sequence, including mutation of
the APC and p53 genes, between L-NIN, H-NIN, and
Ca-NIN tumors. Neither of the two Ca-NIN tumors with
APC gene mutations had detectable mutations of p53.
In addition, the absence of or rarity of K-ras gene
mutations in gastric adenocarcinoma has been the
subject of a number of previous reports (Endoh et al,
2000a; Maesawa et al, 1995; Ranzani et al, 1993).

Other genetic alterations may also be critical in the
malignant transformation of L-NIN tumors with APC
mutations, because LOH of several chromosomal loci
was present in Ca-NIN cases that demonstrated ge-
netic alterations of the APC gene. In contrast to the
findings of APC gene analysis, mutation/overexpres-
sion of p53 and microsatellite alterations (MSI-H and
LOH) were very rare (3%) in both L-NIN and H-NIN
tumors, whereas they were observed at a frequency of
55% (12/22) and 82% (18/22), respectively, in Ca-NIN
tumors. Of interest, the sole L-NIN tumor that dis-
played MSI-H was a foveolar-type tumor. This histo-
logic type of tumor generally exhibits the mutator

pathway of tumorigenesis (Ohmura et al, 2000). Thus,
the presence of p53 mutation/overexpression and
microsatellite alteration clearly discriminated Ca-NIN
tumors from L-NIN and H-NIN tumors, supporting the
credibility of the Padova international classification
(Rugge et al, 2000). hMLH1 inactivation by promoter
hypermethylation is the major causative event in the
mutator pathway of gastric carcinogenesis (Bevilac-
qua and Simpson, 2000; Fleisher et al, 1999, 2001;
Kang et al, 1999). In this study we observed that all
cases with a lack of hMLH1 protein expression also
exhibited MSI-H. Therefore, in practice, immunohisto-
chemical staining for p53 and hMLH1 may allow the
discrimination of Ca-NIN from L-NIN and H-NIN tu-
mors. In addition, detection of either p53 or hMLH1
abnormalities may aid therapeutic decisions because
abnormal expression of these proteins can serve as
markers for the suppressor and mutator pathways in
carcinogenesis, which are known to exhibit different

Figure 1.
Typical morphologic features of the gastric noninvasive neoplasia. A, Low-grade noninvasive neoplasia (L-NIN) (case 4, original magnification, �40). B, Nuclei are
basally oriented and show slight hyperchromatism and pseudostratification. Glandular structures are regular in arrangement (case 4, original magnification, �200;
inset, �400). C, High-grade noninvasive neoplasia including suspicion for carcinoma without invasion (H-NIN) (case 28, original magnification, �40). D, Nuclei are
variable in size and slightly enlarged and show moderate hyperchromatism and pseudostratification. Glandular structures are irregular in arrangement and show
variable size and shape (case 28, original magnification, �200; inset, �400). E, High-grade noninvasive neoplasia including carcinoma without invasion (Ca-NIN)
(case 51, original magnification, �40). F, Nuclei are round, vesicular, and variable in size. Glandular structures show variable size and shape with complex budding
and branching (case 51, original magnification, �200; inset, �400).

Figure 2.
Mutation analysis of exon 15 of the APC gene. A, PCR-single strand
conformation polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) analysis shows shift bands (arrow-
heads) in case 19. B, Sequencing analysis of the mobility-shift bands reveals
GA deletion at codons 1462 to 1464 of the APC gene in case 19. T, tumor DNA;
N, normal DNA.
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biologic behaviors. For example, tumors that follow
the mutator pathway have less frequent lymph node
metastasis and a more favorable prognoses (Wu et al,
2000; Yamamoto et al, 1999).

Although there is still uncertainty regarding the
malignant potential of L-NIN and H-NIN tumors, tu-
mors that roughly correspond to gastric adenoma, it
has been argued that the sequential progression of
L-NIN and H-NIN to Ca-NIN (ie, an adenoma-
carcinoma sequence in gastric epithelium) does not
occur (Tamura, 1996; Tamura et al, 1996a). However,
because of the widely varying reported incidences of
genetic alterations in gastric adenoma/dysplasia re-
sulting from differences in the histopathologic criteria
used (as described above), the incidence of diagnosis
of “carcinoma in adenoma” may also have been
affected (Kim et al, 2000, 2001). Because the occur-
rence of two or more histopathologic subtypes exhib-
iting different degrees of cellular and structural atypia
is common within gastric cancers, “carcinoma in ad-
enoma” would perhaps have been diagnosed as “car-

cinoma in carcinoma” using different histopathologic
criteria. In an analysis of 103 differentiated-type gas-
tric carcinomas less than 5 mm in diameter, there was
no evidence of associated adenoma; in fact, intestinal
metaplasia, especially incomplete intestinal metapla-
sia, was the common ancillary finding (Sasaki et al,
1999). Indeed, the reported incidence of LOH in the
adenomatous component of carcinoma in adenoma
was 87% (Kim et al, 2001), which is higher than our
results for Ca-NIN tumors (61%), although different
microsatellite markers were used in those studies.

Cellular phenotype, as defined by mucin histochem-
istry and immunohistochemistry, may be another

Table 2. Sequence Alterations of p53 and APC in Gastric Noninvasive Neoplasia

Case Exon Codon Nucleotide change

p53
Ca-NIN
32 7 245 GGC (Gly) 3AGC (Ser)
36 7 245 GGC (Gly) 3AGC (Ser)
38 7 245 GGC (Gly) 3AGC (Ser)
45 5 158 CGC (Arg) 3CAC (His)
48 5 146 TGG (Trp) 3TAG (stop)

APC
L-NIN
4 15 1462–1464 GAGA deletion (frame shift)
5 15 1462–1464 GAGA deletion (frame shift)
6 15 1462–1464 GAGA deletion (frame shift)
9 15 1462–1464 GA deletion (frame shift)
10 15 1462–1464 GA deletion (frame shift)
11 15 1462–1464 GAGA deletion (frame shift)
19 15 1462–1464 GA deletion (frame shift)

H-NIN
27 15 1462–1464 GAGA deletion (frame shift)
28 15 1462–1464 GA deletion (frame shift)

Ca-NIN
39 15 1319–1322 TGTGAGCGAAG deletion (frame shift)
46 15 1462–1464 GA deletion (frame shift)

Figure 3.
Mutation analysis of exon 7 of the p53 gene. A, PCR-SSCP analysis shows shift
bands (arrowheads) in case 36. B, Sequencing analysis of the mobility-shift
bands shows a missense mutation at codon 245 of the p53 gene in case 36.
T, tumor DNA; N, normal DNA.

Figure 4.
A representative illustration of microsatellite analysis at TP53. Alterations are
judged as microsatellite instability (MSI) when additional bands that are not
seen in the corresponding normal DNA appear in the tumor DNA (cases 37 and
2) and as loss of heterozygosity (LOH) when a band corresponding to one
allele of the normal DNA is lost in the tumor DNA (case 39). T, tumor DNA; N,
normal DNA; HET, heterozygosity; HOM, homozygosity.
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promising area in the search for markers of malignant
potential in gastric noninvasive neoplasia. Although
conventional gastric adenomas usually have a pre-
dominantly intestinal, or complete intestinal pheno-
type, attention should also be paid to so-called
“gastric-type adenoma” (Kushima et al, 1996). The
great majority of gastric cancers display variable de-

grees of mixed gastric and intestinal cellular pheno-
types, with the foveolar- and CIM-type carcinomas
constituting less than 10% of all early differentiated
adenocarcinomas. Moreover, a strong association has
been shown between the cellular phenotype and spe-
cific genetic pathways (Ohmura et al, 2000). Thus,
intestinal- and gastric-type adenomas may follow dif-

Figure 5.
Immunohistochemical analysis of p53 and hMLH1 protein expression. A, Nuclear accumulation of p53 protein in case 45 (original magnification, �100). B, Reduction
of hMLH1 protein expression (right) in case 52 (original magnification, �100).

Table 3. Relationship of Histology and Expression Pattern of p53 and hMLH1 in Gastric Noninvasive Neoplasia

Histology p53�/hMLH1�(%)a p53�/hMLH1�(%)b p53�/hMLH1�(%)c

L-NIN (n � 20) 0 (0%) 1 (5%) 19 (95%)
H-NIN (n � 9) 1 (11%) 0 (0%) 8 (89%)
Ca-NIN (n � 23) 10 (44%) 6 (26%) 7 (30%)

a L-NIN/H-NIN vs Ca-NINN, p � 0.001 (Fisher’s exact test).
b L-NIN/H-NIN vs Ca-NIN, p � 0.017 (Fisher’s exact test).
c L-NIN/H-NIN vs Ca-NIN, p � 0.001 (Fisher’s exact test).

Figure 6.
Cellular phenotypic analysis. A, The neoplastic lesion closely mimics the features of complete-type intestinal metaplasia (case 10, original magnification, �200). B,
Brush borders of neoplastic cells are strongly positive for CD10 (case 10, original magnification, �200). C, The neoplastic lesion mimics the features of gastric
foveolar epithelium (case 2, original magnification, �200). D, The neoplastic cells are diffusely positive for 45M1 (case 2, original magnification, �200).
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ferent genetic pathways. In the present study, 52
gastric NIN tumors were investigated using a combi-
nation of mucin-histochemistry and mucin-
immunohistochemistry. Using our strict definition of
cellular phenotype (Ohmura et al, 2000), we found that
the frequency of a CIM-type was significantly higher in
L-NIN cases (35%) than in Ca-NIN (4%) (p � 0.01)
cases. A long-term follow-up study of gastric adeno-
mas reported that malignant transformation occurred
more frequently when the adenomas were comprised
of mixed gastric and intestinal phenotypes rather than
solely an intestinal phenotype (Kolodziejczyk et al,
1994). This has led to the hypothesis that the presence
of gastric phenotype within the adenoma portends a
risk of malignant transformation via the mutator path-
way (Endoh et al, 2000b). Despite the fact that the
cellular phenotype tends to progress from a gastric to
an intestinal phenotype as the tumor evolves (Tatem-
atsu et al, 1992), the CIM-type was more frequently
observed in L-NIN than in Ca-NIN tumors in the
present study. These findings lend support to our
contention that CIM-type adenomas may only rarely
undergo malignant transformation.

In conclusion, the Padova international classifica-
tion correlated with both the molecular and cellular
phenotypic profiles and should therefore be more
widely used in the classification of noninvasive gastric
neoplasia. In practice, immunohistochemical staining
for p53 and hMLH1 proteins may be a simple and
useful tool to discriminate between Ca-NIN and L-NIN
and H-NIN tumors.

Materials and Methods

Samples

A total of 52 gastric noninvasive tumors were exam-
ined in this study. Thirty-five of the specimens were
obtained using standard surgical resections and 17
were obtained by endoscopic mucosal resection of
the tumors, from 52 patients. All specimens were
diagnosed histopathologically as either gastric ade-
noma or noninvasive adenocarcinoma with tubular
differentiation, at the Department of Pathology, Yama-
gata University School of Medicine between 1998 and
2000. Tumors were then reclassified according to the
Padova international classification (Rugge et al, 2000)
by two of the authors (ZJ and GT) as 20 cases of
L-NIN, 9 of H-NIN, and 23 of Ca-NIN (Fig. 1). In tumors
with interobserver variability, consensus was made
after discussion. Tumor and corresponding normal
DNAs were extracted according to the method de-
scribed previously (Ohmura et al, 2000). The clinico-
pathologic characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

PCR-Single Strand Conformation Polymorphism
(PCR-SSCP) and Sequencing Analyses

PCR-SSCP analyses of exons 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the p53
gene and codons 1274 to 1523 in exon 15 of the APC
gene were performed using published primer se-
quences and conditions (Tamura et al, 1995; Yagi et
al, 1997). Shifted bands detected by SSCP were

excised from the gels and subjected to a second
round of PCR amplification using the same primers as
used in the primary PCR. The resultant PCR products
were purified and sequenced using the dRhodamine
Terminator Cycle Sequencing FS Ready Reaction Kit
(PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California) and
an automated DNA sequencer (ABI PRISM 310; PE
Applied Biosystems).

Microsatellite Analysis

PCR primers for microsatellite markers were obtained
from Research Genetics (Huntsville, Alabama). Micro-
satellite markers were selected to cover chromosomal
regions frequently deleted in gastric carcinomas
(Nishizuka et al, 1998; Tamura et al, 1996b). The
following 12 primer pairs were used: D2S115 (2q),
D4S404 (4p), D5S178 (5q), IL9 (5q), D6S265 (6p),
D7S490 (7q), D11S900 (11q), MYH6 (14q), TP53 (17p),
D17S1176 (17p), D18S46 (18q), and D21S1407 (21q).
A marker for the mononucleotide repeat BAT-26 (2q)
(Research Genetics), highly sensitive for MSI, was also
used. PCR was performed as described previously
(Tamura et al, 1996b). PCR products were separated
on 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gels. Assessment of
LOH and MSI was also described previously (Tamura
et al, 1996b). Samples were defined as MSI-H if more
than 30% of the loci observed were unstable, MSI-L if
less than 30% of loci were unstable, and MSS if no
unstable loci were observed (Boland et al, 1998).

Analysis of p53 and hMLH1 Protein Expression by
Immunohistochemistry

Immunostaining for p53 and hMLH1 proteins was
performed using the mAbs Pab 1801 (Novocastra,
New Castle, United Kingdom) (1:40 dilution) and
G168-728 (PharMingen, San Diego, California) (1:50
dilution), respectively, using a standard labeled
streptavidin-biotin system (Nichirei, Tokyo, Japan).

Cellular Phenotypic Analysis

Sections from one or two representative paraffin
blocks were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. In
addition, the following histochemical and immunohis-
tochemical staining was also performed: galactose
oxidase-Schiff (GOS), paradoxical ConA, immuno-
staining with mAb 45M1 (Novocastra) (Bara et al,
1991), immunostaining with MUC 2 mAb (Novocastra)
(Tytgat et al, 1994), and immunostaining with CD10
mAb (Novocastra) (Danielsen et al, 1980). Galactose
oxidase-Schiff and 45M1 were used to detect gastric
foveolar mucin, ConA to detect pyloric-gland cells and
mucous neck cells, MUC 2 to detect intestinal goblet-
cell mucin, and CD10 to detect brush borders in
complete-type intestinal metaplasia. Immunohisto-
chemical staining was performed on formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded sections using standard labeled
streptavidin-biotin methods (Nichirei). Cellular pheno-
types for the 52 gastric noninvasive tumors were
defined as outlined previously (Ohmura et al, 2000). All
specimens that were subject to histochemical and
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immunohistochemical staining were evaluated by two
pathologists.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Fisher’s ex-
act probability test. A p value of less than 0.05 was
considered to be statistically significant.
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